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Abstract

In this paper the binding-contracte open-loop v~n Stackelberg equilibrium in the

cartel-vereus-fringe model of the eupply side of a market for a raw material from

an exhaustible natural resource is reconsidered.

It is shown that the equilibrium for this model differs from what the previoua

literature on this model (e.g. Ulph and Folie (1981), Newbery (1981) and Ulph

(1982)) suggests. The equilibrium is solved for by using optimal control techniques

and it turns out that the previous literature should be corrected in two respects.

Firstl,y, the marginal production costs for the cartel are not treated correctly and

secondly, the resulting equilibrium price path may not be continuous, as ia implicitly

assumed by previous authors. For some values oí the parameters the equilibrium

is still time-inconsistent and thia turns out to be so in almost the same cases as in

the previous literature.
The time-inconsistency is one reason to reject the open-loop von Stackelberg

equilibrium concept for this model. Another reason is that for plausible parameter

values the equilibrium price path turns out to be discontinuoue. Especially in

markets for raw materials such as crude oil, this will Iead to speculation. In that

case the assumption that the demand only depends on the current price level is not

valid anymore.
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1. Introduction

The treatment of dunpolistic markets fnr raw materials from an exhauetible

natural resourca dates back to Hotelling's (1931) seminal paper. Becauee of the

evident relevance to real world phenomena such as the market for crude oil, this

theory revived recently and was extended to oligopolistic markets with more than

two suppliers. Lewis and Schmalensee (1980a) considered the case of eimilarly

placed oligopolists. It was recognized by Salant (1976) that some oí the markets

under consideration can be characterized on the supply side by a coherent cartel and

a large number of small producers, called the [ringe. The cartel-versus-fringe model

was Íurther explored by Salant (1979), Lewis and Schmalensee (1980b) and Pindyck

(1978), who did interesting empirical work on this subject. One of the important

questions is whether the fringe benefits írom cartelization or not. This problem is

most clearly dealt with by Ulph and Folie (1980), who ehow that the anewer can

be both yes and no and who derive conditions under which each case occurs. All

these authors use the Nash-Cournot equilibrium concept. Gilbert (1978) was the

first to put forward that this equilibrium concept might not do enough justice to

the market power of the cartel. Instead he studies the von Stackelberg equilibrium.

In both models the íringe takes prices as given and chooses an eztraction path so

as to maximize diecounted profits. In the Nash-Cournot model the cartel takes

the extraction path of the Cringe as given, knows the demand function and chooses

either an extraction path or a price path so as to maximize discounted profita. In

the von Stackelberg equilibrium the cartel announces optimal price and extraction

paths taking explicitly into account the behaviour oi the fringe as a price taker. lt

is assumed here that the iringe ezactly meets the lacking supply for market equi-

librium. Ulph and Folie (1981) stress that in such a von Stackelberg equilibrium

dynamic inconsistency may arise. This means that the announced price and ex-

traction paths become suboptimal when the equilibrium is reconsidered after some

time has elapsed. Ulph (1982) further elaborates on this issue of dynamic inconais-

tenc,v and Newbery (1981) considers lhe cases when discount rates diffor and when

the demand schedule is non-linear. The basic point is that an equilibrium concept

which displays dynamic inconsistenc,y should be rejected in a íramewotk of ratio-

nal agents unless market transactions take place according to binding contracts.
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'I'his last assumption is not very realistic. Newbery (1981) introduces the concept

~f a. rational expectations von Stackelberg equilibrium. The basic idea ie that the

equilibrium should have the property that none of the actors has an incentive to

deviate from the equilibrium strategies at any point in time. Ulph (1982) points

rnit that, in game theory terms, the actual problem ie to find the feedback von

Stackelberg equilibrium for the cartel-versus-fringe model as an alternative for the

binding-cuntracts upen-luup vun Stackelberg equiGbrium. Huwever, this pruves tu

be very difficult.

In this paper the binding-contracts open-loop von Stackelberg equilibrium is

reconsidered. It is shown that the results of Ulph and Folie (1981), Newbery (1981)

and Ulph (1982) are not altogether correct. The equilibrium proves to be different

frum these results in two respects. Firstly, the specification of the marginal costs

for the cartel should be corrected. As a result of this the timing oí the different

productiun stages changes somewhat. Secondly, for empirically plausible parameter

values the reaulting equilibrium price path may be discontinuous. This impliea that

not only the timing but also the order of the different production etagea may differ

from what was suggested in the previous literature. In the corrected equilibrium

dynamic inconsistency may still occur for more or less the same parameter values

as was found before. In a framework of rational agents dynamic inconsistency

is one argument to reject the open-loop von Stackelberg equilibrium concept for

this model. The possibility of a diacontinuous equilibrium price path is another

argument as this will lead to changes in the demand schedule.

The paper is organized as followe. In section 2 the cartel-vereus-fringe model

is described. The model is basically the same as the one Ulph and Folie (1981)

and Ulph (1982) used. However, in this paper the fringe is explicitly modelled as a

very large number of very small reaource owners having identical extraction costs

and an identical iuitial atock. The fringe members are oligopoliets, which implies

that they all know the demand function and that each of them takes the extraction

rate of all other resuurce owners as given. The cartel has only one instrument, its

own extraction rate. The advantage oí this approach is that it is not necessary to

assume that the cartel controls the price path. Furthermore, the extraction rate oí

each fringe member is uniquely determined, so that no additional assumptions are

needed here. In the limiting case of infinitely many fringe membere the behaviour

of the fringe as a groiip is price-taking, so that the rational reaction of the fringe
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is the same as in the previous literature. The solution of the cartel's maximization

problem requires advanced optimal control techniques. A graphical representation

of the decision problem of the cartel and of the restilting dynamic equilibrium price

path under different coat structures is presented in section 2. Foc a more detailed

description of the solution method the reader is referred to the appendiz. In section

3 the dynamic inconsistency issue is discussed and section 9 concludes the pnper.
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2. The cartel-versus-fringe model

'I'he cartel-versns-fringe rnodel is a model of the aupply aide of a market for an

exhaustible natural reanurce. The demand achedule ia aasumed to be given. Un

the supply aide there ia a large coherent cartel and a group oi many emall reeource

owners, called the fringe.

All producers are endowed with a given initial stock of the reaource and chooae

their extraction path ao as to maximize their discounted profite.

In the binding-contracts open-loop von Stackelberg equilibrium each fringe mem-

ber is a follower and the cartel ia the leader. Each producer has one inatrument: ita

own extraction rate. It is asaumed that each producer knowa the demand function.

'I'he cartel choosea its optimal extraction path explicitly taking into account the

optimal reactions oí all other producere. Each íringe member takea the extraction

pa.th of the cartel and all the other fringe membera as given.

This approach is somewhat different from what is done in the previoua Gterature

on this model (e.g. Ulph and Folie (1981), Newbery (1981) or Ulph (1982)). In

that literature the cartel is assumed to have two instruments, the price path and

its extraction rate. The fringe is treated as a homogeneoua group, which takea

the price path as given. The assumption that the cartel controle the entire price

path, even after its resource is exhausted, is not realistic. Furthermore, it is not

posaible to derive at what rate the fringe will extract ita reaource. It can only be

determined whether the fringe is willing to produce or not. There ie no mechaniam

that will force the fringe to produce exactly the amount that ia required for a market

equilibrium.

By assuming that each fringe member is an oligopolist, their extraction rates are

full,y determined. As is shown by Lewis and Schmalensee (1980a), the behaviour

of the fringe as a group will approach the competitive behaviour, if the number

of fringe members grows and if they are all assumed to have identical coata and

endowments. In this way it is ensured that the fringe as a group will produce

exactly what is required for a matket equilibrium.

Let the market demand function for the resource be given by

P(t) - P - y(t), (1)
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~vhere t E(U, oo) denotes time, p(t) is the price, y(t) is demand and p is a positive

constant. A linear specification is chosen for cnmputational convenience, but it can

be shown that many oí the yualitative results remain valid for more general demand

schedules.

Demand is met by supply E`(t) ? 0 of the cartel and E; (t) ~ 0 of fringe

member i, i- 1, ... , N, where N denotes the tota! number of fringe membera. Per

unit extraction costs are constant: k` for the cartel and k~ for each fringe member.

In urder to avuid trivialities it is assun~ed that p; max(k`,k~).

The initial stocks of the cartel and fringe member i are given and denoted by

S~ and Só;, respectively. This implies that

fó E`(t) dt ~ Só

jó E; (t) dt C Sa;, i- 1,...,N.

(2)

(3)

All producers maximize their discounted profits and it is assumed that they all

have the same discount rate r, which is asaumed to be constant.

Fringe mernber i, i- 1, . .., N, has to solve the following maximization problem,

where E~(t) is the instrument:

max Jó e-'~[p - k~ - E`(t) - E~(t)~E; (t) dt

s.t. fó E;(t) dt C S~;

F.; (t) - U,

(4)

(5)

(6)

where Et(t) -~;rl E;(t). With S~(t) - Só; - fó E; (a) da, inequality ( 5) can be

replaced by

Si (t) - -E~(t), S: (U) - Só:

~!m S:(t) ~ 0. (8)
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.lccording tr, Pontryagin's mazimum principle' there ezists a constant a; euch that

E`(t) 1 E~(t) t E;(t) -}- kf f a;e'' - P? 0

E:(t)IE`(t)f E~(t)~-E;(t)fktfa.e'r-P1-o

a; 1 0(- 0 if iym S;(t) , 0).

(9)

(10)

Under the assumption that all íringe members are endowed with the eame initial

stock, it follows that the conatants J1; , i- 1, ..., N, hnve the same value, a~, nnd

each íringe member will produce the same amount, NE~(t), at each point in time.

For the fringe as a group the total production, E~(t), can then be found by solving

the following system:

St(t) - -Et(t), St(0) - S~ - ~N~ S~; (12)

Ef(t) ? 0 (13)

E`(t) f NN-` Ef(t) f kf t a~e" - p? 0 (14)

E~(t)IE`(t) -t N E~(t) f k~ -F a~e'' - P) - 0 (15)

af ~ 0(- 0 if lim S~(t) ~ 0) (16)

~im S~(t) ? 0, (17)

where S~(t) denotes the total stock of the íringe at time t. If the number of fringe

members, N, goes to infinity, the term N approaches unity and the outcome will

be the same as in the case where the fringe acts as a group of price takers. From

now on onl,y the limiting case of the fringe consisting of infinitely many very small

pmducers will be considered2.

~These conditions nre both necessary and sufRcienó sinee the profit funetion is concave and the

state equntion is linenc.
~The assumption that each fringe member hsa the same initial atock tnn be relaxed by essuming



The constant a~ is strictly positive. Suppose a~ - 0. Inequality (14) then im-

plies E`(t) } F.f(t) J p- k~. Total prodnction at each point in time ie larger than

some p~~sitive cunstant. This implies that total procluction over time is infinite, but

that violates the limited availability o[ the resource. Hence, a~ ~ 0. As a result the

stock of the fringe will be exhausted and (17) holds with equality.

The cartel maximizes its discounted profits taking explicitly into account the

reaction of the fringe to its announced extraction path. The optimal reaction of

the fringe is the solution of the system (12)-(17). Fot the cartel this system ie an

additional constraint. The maximization problem of the cartel becomea

ma.x f~ e-'~~p - k' . E`(t) - F,~(t)~F,`(t) dt

s.t. S`(t) - -E`(t), S`(0) - Só

S~(t) - -EJ(t), S~(0) - Só

~~(t) - o

E`(t) ? 0

F,~(t) ? 0

E`(t) f E~(t) } k~ f a~(t)e'` - p~ 0

Et(t)~E`(t) -~ Et(t) f kt f a~(t)e.e - P~ - 0

lim a~(t) ? 0
ey~

lim S~(t) 0
,-.~

(18)

(19)

(20)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

that, with N-. oo, the initial slock of each fringe member relntive lo lhe totnl slock oC the fringe,

Só,~S~ goes to sero.
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iim S`(t) ~ 0. (28)

Note that the constant a~ ia replaced by a function a~(t) of time with the derivative

equal to zero (equation(21)). In this way the maximization problem of the cartel ie

written as an optimal control problem with two instrumenta, E`(t) and E~(t), and

tliree atate variables, S`(t), S~(t) and a~(t).

This optimal control problem doea not allow for a atandard application of Pon-

tryagin's maximum principle. Conaider the conetraints (22)-(25). The rnnk of the

matrix of firet derivativea of theae conetrainta with respect to the inetruments E`

and E~ is at moat two. Equation (25) is always binding and the aame appliee for

(23) or (24). If at some point in time E`(t) - 0, the rank of the matrix ia leas than

the mrmber of binding conatraints and the full-rank constraint qualification does

not hold. Other, less restrictive, conatraint qualificatione (aee e.g. Seieratadt and

S,ydsater (1987)) do not hold either.

Seierstadt and Sydsaeter (1987) provide necessary conditione for this type of

optimal control problem, which do not require any conatraint qualificntion~. The

main differencea with the maximum principle are that the co-atatee are allowed to

be discontinuoua and that the multiplier functions asaociated with the conetrainte

(22)-(25) are not neceasarily piecewise continuous. The intereated reader ia referred

to the appendix for a complete list of the necessary conditions.

One of the necessary conditions is that the Hamiltonian

H(S`, St , a~, E`, E~, ~ó, ai, ai, aá, t) -

aóe-.e(p - k` - E~ - E`)E` - a~E` - a2E~. (29)

is maximized at each point in time. In the appendix it ia ahown that a~ is a poaitive

constant, a? is a negative constant and aá is equal to 1 or 0. In case J1ó - 0 the

cartel does not take account of ita profit function in maximizing ita profita. From

an economic point oí view the stationary points associated with aó - 0 are not

interesting and, therefore, ~ó ia set equal to 1.

From the constraints ( 23)-(25) it follows that E~(t) - 0, if E`(t) ~ p'-k~-a~e",

and E~(t) - p- k~ -- aJe'i - E`(t), otherwise. Substitution of these expreasions for

~These condiliona are due to Neuslndt ( 1976).
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El(t) and rearranging terms leads to

max

r 'r[ji - F'(t)[t~'(t) c .e(k. } a~f..r)R`(t),

if E`(t) ~ p kl - ale'c (30a)

-e e e -e .e e e e e 1 !e ' (kl f ale' ) E (t) - e ' (k` f aie - ~~e~ )E (t) - ~~(P - k - a e'c),

if E`(t) ~ p- kl - ale'` (306)

s.t. E`(t) 1 0. (31)

The prnblem of ma.ximizing the Hamiltonian is reduced to maximizing a function

of one variable, E`(t), subject to one very simple constraint.

Before exposing the solution of this problem the terma in the reduced Hamilto-

nian will be interpreted in economic terminnlogy. Note, that at any point in time

where the fringe produces the price will be equal to kl f ale'c. From now on this

price is referred to as the competitive price and it is denoted by Pl(t) - kl f al ere

If E`(t) ~ p- Pl(t), the fringe will not produce and, hence, the cartel ia a monopo-

list. The first term of (30a), e-'c[p- E`(t)[E`(t), is the preaent value of the revenue

for the cartel. The second term, e 'c(k` ~ a~c'')F,`(t), can be interpreted as the

custs of prr~ducing an arnount F,"(t). 'I'he costs consist of two parts: the present

value of the pruduction costs, e'ck`E`(t), and the losa of [uture renta, aiE`(t).

Recall, that ai is the co-state variable for the cartel's stock S`(t) and has the eco-

nomic interpretation of being the shadow price of the initial etock of the cartel. If

the cartel produces at a rate E`(t) at time t, the stock of the cartel decreasea by

the amount E`(t), which leads to a loss oí aiE`(t). The solution oí this part of

the maximization problem is straigthforward. The cartel would like to choose that

level oí production at which marginal revenue e-'c[p - 2E`(t)~ equale marginal coat

e-'c(k` f aie'~). It follows that E`(t) - i(p - k` - a~e'c) and then the price is equal

to the monopoly price P3(t) - 2(pf k` f a~e'c). However, if this production level ie

less than p- Pl(t), the cartel wil] choose E`(t) - p- Pr(t). In thia case the monop-

olistic behaviour is restricted by the competitive price level. If E`(t) G p" - Pl(t),

the fringe always produces and the price is equal to the competitive price. In this

case the first term of (306), e-'i(kl f ale'`)F,`(t), is again the revenue for the cartel.
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1'he second term, e-"(k` f~ie'c - aáe'`)E`(t), can be interpreted as variable costa

and the third term, aZ[p - P1(t)] as fixed custs. The variable custs cunsiat of three

parts. ThF first two are the same as above and need no further explanation. 'The

last part is - aZF,'`(t). The constant aZ is the shadow price for the cartel of the

initial stock of the fringe. It is the price the cartel would be willing to pey for a

marginal increase of the initial stock of the fringe. Not aurprisingly this price is

negative. If the cartel producea one more unit at the margin, thia would involve

additional pruduction coats and an additional loss of future renta. However, be-

cause the fringe will produce one marginal unit lesa in order to maintain market

equilibrium at the competitive price, the stock of the fringe increasea with one unit,

which leads to a marginal (negative) gain for the cartel of a2e" or a marginal loas

of -a2e'`. If the cartel produces more now, the íringe will produce more at other

points in time. This leada to luwer profita for the cartel at other pointe in time and

this effect ia captured in the last term of the variable costs. The marginal costa for

the cartel of producing at the competitive price are P~ - k` f( a~ - as)e'c. The

fixed costs are explained in the same way. If the cartel does not produce at all,

the fringe produces p- Pl(t) and, hence, the atock of the fringe decreaaea by that

a.mount. This leads to a loss or a fixed cost of ai(p' - P'(t)] for the cartel. The

solution of this part of the Hamiltonian is again atraigthforward. The revenue and

variable cost curves are both linear. If marginal revenue, which is the competitive

price, is larger than marginal coat, the cartel chooses E`(t) - p- Pl(t). If it is

smaller, the cartel chooses E`(t) - 0. If marginal revenue equals marginal cost, the

cartel can choose any E`(t) in the interval [0, p- P'(t)].

The maximization of the Hamiltonian is in fact maximizing revenue minua cost,

where cost is defined in auch a way that the effects oi producing at time t on the

profits at all other points in time are taken into account.

In figures ( 2.1)-(2.4) the revenue and cost curves are drawn for different valuea

of the competitive price P', the monopoly price Ps and marginal coeta P~. It is

easy to check that the revenue and coat curves are continuous. The revenue curve

is linear for F,`(t) ~ p- P'(t) and quadratic for F.`(t) ~ p- P'(t). The coat curve

is linear in both intervals, but the slope is larger in the first interval than in the

second interval.

In figures ( 2.1) and ( 2.2) P~(t) G P'(t), which impliea that the slope of the

revenue curve is larger than the slope oí the coat curve for 0 G E`(t) C p- P'(t).
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The cartel will therefore choose E`(t) - p-P'(t) in this interval. Figure (2.1) showa

the case with p- P'(t) ~ p- P'(t). Here the cartel will choose E`(t) - p-Ps(t) in

the secnnd intervaL Comparing the highest ~.ttainable profits for the two intervals

yields E`(t) - p - P~(t) as the solution in this case. In figure (2.2) the cartel will

choose E`(t) - p-P'(t) in the second interval as well. Therefore, thia ia the optimal

solution in this case. In figures (2.3) and (2.4) P'{t) ' P'(t) and the cartel will

choose E`(t) - 0 in the firsL interval. In both these figures Ps(t) , Pl(t), which

implies that the solution for the second interval is E`(t) - p- P3(t). However, in

these cases the comparison between the two intervals is not as straightforward aa in

the first two figures. In figure (2.3) the best choice is E`(t) - 0 and in figure (2.4)

it is E`(t) - p- P3(t). Using (30a) and (30b) it can be shown that E`(t) - 0 if

(P - k` -- aie")x f 4a?e"(p - k~ - a~e'`) G 0. (32)

If the sign is reversed, E`(t) - p- P3(t) and in case of equality both eztraction

rates maximize the reduced Hamiltonian.

Not all possible cases are dealt with in these four figures. Other caees, however,

are very similar to the ones treated here.

The solution of the problem ( 30)-(31) is summarized in propoaition 2.1.

Proposition 2.1: At each point in time t E[0, oo) the cartel choosea:

E`(t) - p- P3(t), and hence E~(t) - 0 and p(t) - Ps(t),

if Ps(t) ! P'(t), P~(t) G p and P'(t) .-' Pz(t), or

if P3(t) G P'(t),P3(t) G P,P'(t) c PZ(t)

and (P - P3(t)~Z ~ -~ie~`~P - P'(t)~~

E`(t) - p- P'(t), and hence E~(t) - 0 and p(t) - Pl(t),
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if P'(t) G P3(t), P~(t) G p and P'(t) ~ PZ(t).

0 G E`(t) G p- P'(t), and hence E~(t) - p- P3(t) - E`(t)

and P(t) - Pl(t),

ií Pl(t) C P'(t),P1(t) C p and P'(t) - P~(t).

E`(t) - 0, and hence E~(t) - p- P'(t) and p(t) - Pl(t),

ií P1(t) ~ P3(t),P'(t) G p and P'(t) C P'(t), or

if Ps(t) G P'(t),Pl(t) G p,Pl(t) C P2(t)

and IP - P3(t)~~ G -a2e.i~P - P~(t)~-

E`(t) - 0, and hence E~(t) - 0 and p(t) - p,

iï p C P'(t) and p C P3(t)

The results in proposition 2.1 are also the solution of the maximization of the

original Hamiltonian (29) aa a function of two variables, E`(t) and E~(t). As long

as the monopoly price P3(t) ia higher than the competitive price P'(t), the cartel

is restricted b,y the fringe. If the marginal costs for the cartel of producing at the

competitive price are lower than the competitive price, the cartel will produce alone.

If the marginal costs are higher, the fringe will produce alone. In case of equality,

there can be simultaneous production. From the definitions of Pl(t) and P'(t) it

fr,llows that there can be no interval with simultaneous production unless k~ - k`.

If the monopoly price is lower than the competitive price, the cartel producea at

the monopoly price or the fringe produces at the competitive price. Which of these

two cases occurs depends on the sign of the left-hand side of (32). Oí course, if

both the competitive price and the monopol,y price are higher than p, neither the

cartel nor the fringe will produce, because there is no demand at those prices.
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The cu-state variables a~ and ai are both positive, which implies that the cartel

and the fringe deplete their entire st~cks. Since P1 and P~ are increasing exponen-

tial functions, it follows that after a finite time both are larger than p'. From then

on there is nr, production an,ymore and, hence, both the stocke of the cartel and

the fringe are exhausted.

`I'lie fact that the co-state variables a~ and az are constant follows from the

fact that the corresponding state variables S` and S~ do not appear in the profit

function, the state equations or any of the constraints. This ie different for the

third co-state variable .~y. The state variable at does appear in the conatraints (24)

and (25) and, hence, the a~rrespunding cu-statc variable a~(t) is, in general, not

constant. In the appendix the íolhwing eqnation is derived from the timt path of

the co-state variable a3(t):

Ió 21~(t)fP'(t) - P'(t)Jdt F.Íó ~zÍt)[E`(t) ~ a;er~]dt

} fó I3(t)a?e"dt - 0, (33)

where h(t),Iz(t) and Is(t) art indicator [unctions, which are defined as follows:

li(t) - l, if E`(t) ~- Et(t) - P- P'(t) and P1(t) ~ Pz(t),

0, otherwise.

Iz(t) - 1, if E`(t) f E~(t) - p- P1(t) and P'(t) - P'(t),

0, otherwise.

Iz(t) - 1, if E`(t) f Et(t) - p- P'(t) and P'(t) c P'(t),

0, uthcrwise.

From this result it can be shown that, in equilibrium, there always is an interval

where the cartel produces at the competitive price.
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Proposition 2.2: There is always a non-degenerate interval [t~,tz~ with for all

t E(t,, ti~ the cartel producing at the competitive price: E`(t) 7 U and p(t) - P'(t)

for all t E(tl, tzf .

Proof: The íringe depletes its entire stock and, thereíore, there is always some

interval in which the fringe produces. If the fringe and the cartel produce simulta-

neously in a non-degenerate interval, the proposition holda. [n the appendix it is

shown that az c 0. Since the íringe produces alone in a non-degenerate interval, it

follows from (33) that there must be an interval with the cartel producing at price

P'(t), either alone or simultaneously with the fringe.

From proposition 2.2 it follows directly that the competitive price and the

monopoly price cannot coincide. If that case, kJ would be equal to z(p i- k`) and,

hence, because k~ ~ k`, there cannot be an interval with simultaneous production.

The second term oi equation (33) is theretore 0. With Ps(t) - P'(t) everywhere,

the first term of (33) is also 0. Since a3 c 0, equation ( 33) cannot be eatiafied.

Another result from this proposition is that, if k~ - k`, then P'(t) - P~(t). Since

the íringe produces in some interval, in that interval Pl(t) C P~(t) must hold and,

hence, because k~ - k`, Pl(t) C P2(t) must hold everywhere. Proposition 2.2 etates

that the cartel also produces at PI(t) in some intervaL It follows that P'(t) 1 P~(t)

in that interval and, hence, everywhere. Therefore P'(t) - P~(t).

The next two propositions tell something about the order oí production.

Proposition 2.3: If k~ ~ k` (k~ G k`) then the fringe does not produce before

(after) any point in time a where the cartel produces at the competitive price: if

E`(s) ) 0 and p(a) - Pl(a) then E~(t) - 0 for all t G a(t 1 a).

Proof: At time a, E`(e) ~ 0 and p(a) - P'(a). From proposition 2.1 it follows

that Pa(a) c P'(a) and, hence, a~ - az - a~ c (k~ - k`)e-". If k~ ~ k` (k~ C k`)

then also a~ -aá-at C(k~-k`)e-'~ for all t C a(t ~ a). This implies PZ(t) G P'(t)

for all t c a(t 1 a) and from proposition 2.1 it follows that the fringe does not

produce at these points in time.
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Proposition 2.4: If kJ 1 z(p f k`) (kJ , i(p f k`)) then the cartel doea not

produce at the monopoly price after (before) any point in time s where the cartel

produces at the competitive price: if E`(s) ; 0 and p(s) - P'(s) then P~(t) ~ P'(t)

foralltJS(t ,s).

ProoE AL lime s, E`(s) ~ 0 and p(s) - P'(s). From propoeition 2.1 it followe

that P'(s) ~- P'(s) and, hence, Z 1~ - aJ ~~kJ - 2(p f k`)]e-". It kJ ] ?(fi f k`)

(kJ ~ Z(P f k`)) then also Zai - aJ )~kJ - Z(P f k`)]e-'~ for all t 1 a(t C s).

This implies P3(t) ~ P'(t) for all t 1 s(t c s) and from proposition 2.1 it fol-

lows that the cartel does not produce at the monopoly price at these pointe in time.

The final proposition states under which conditions the equilibrium price path

is discontinuous.

Propoaitian 2.b: 'L'he equilibrium price path is discontinoue nt a if and only if

at s a switch occurs from the cartel producing at the monopoly price to the fringe

producing alone at the competitive price, or vice versa, and kJ ~ k`.

At such a point in time s the following equality holds:

IP - P3(s)]~ -~ azer'~P - P~(s)] - 0.

Proof: ~ Suppose the equilibtSum price path is discontinuoua at s. From propo-

sition 2.1 it is readily seen that the price at any point in time t equale P'(t), P3(t) or

p. 13ecause these three functions are all continuous fimctions of t, a diacontinuity in

the price can only occur at a switch between two o[ them. If a diacoatinuity occura

at the point in time where the price switches from P' (or P3) to p, it muat be an

upward jump, since the price can never be higher than p. However, in that case, P'

(or P3) is less than p in a small interval starting at the jump point. From propo-

sition 2.1 it [ollowa that there must be production in this interval and, hence, the

price cannot be p. A discontinuity can therefore only occur when the price ewitches

írom P' to P3 or vice versa. Suppose that at s a switch occurs from the cartel

producing at Pa to the cartel producing (alone or simultaneously with the íringe)
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at P~. IL follows from proposition 2.1 that Ps ~ P~ before e and Pa ~ P' after a.

From the continuity of P' and P~ it followa that at the switch point P'(a) - Ps(a)

and, therefore, there is no diacontinuity in the price path. The same holds if the

price equals P~ before and P3 after a with the cartel producing at both sides of a.

Therefore, if at a a discontinuity in the price path occurs, there ie a switch from

the fringe producing alone at P~ to the cartel producing at P3, or vice veraa. If

kJ - k`, then P'(t) - P~(t). From proposition 2.1 it followa that, if the fringe

produces with P'(t) - P~(t), then P'(t) C Ps(t). But at a also Pa(a) G Pl(a),

which implies that P1(a) - P3(e) and the price path is continuous. Therefore, if

the price path is discontinuous at some point s, k~ ~ k`.

G Suppose that at a a switch occurs from the cartel producing at the monopoly

price to the fringe producing at the competitive price and that k~ ~ k`. In that case

the left limit of the Hamiltonian for t approaching a is e-"[p - P'(a)]Z. The right

limit of the Hamiltonian at a is -ai(p - P'(a)]. In the optimum the Hamiltonian

is a continuous function of t, which implies [p - P3(a)]~ f aze"[p - P'(a)] - 0. If

the price is continuous at a, that is P'(a) - P'(s), it follows from the equation

above that Ps(a) - P'(a). Since kf ~ k`, it followa that P~(t) 1 Pl(t) for all t~ a.

[n that case the interval where the cartel supplies at the competitive price must

nccnr befnre a and, hence, there must be a switch from the cartel supplying at the

competitive price to the cartel supplying at the monopoly price at some point in

time in the interval [O,a). This implies that P' and P3 intersect more than once

a.nd, hence, are identical. This contradicta the result of ptoposition 2.2.

From proposition 2.5 it follows immediately that at moat two diacontinuitiea can

occur, because a discontinuity point is a solution of a quadratic equation.

The result of proposition 2.5 ia the implication oÍ the situation in figurea (2.3)

and (2.4) described above. I[ (32) holds with equality, the cartel is indifferent

tietween producing at the monopoly price and letting the íringe produce at the

competitive price. With equality, (32) is the same as the quadratic equation that

has to be satisfied at a discontinuity point in the proposition.

With the use of these propositions the equilibria can be characterized under all

possible cost configurations.
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1. k~ :~ ~(P ~ k`).
From prupnsition 2.2 there rnust be an interval with the cartel pruducing at

the competitive price and frum proposition 2.3 the íringe can only produce

after that interval. If there ia also an interval with the cartel producing at the

monopoly price, then accurding to proposition 2.4 this can only occur before

the cartcl produccs at the competitive price. Thia equilibrium is eketched in

figure 2.5a. lf there is nu interval with the cartel producing at the monupoly

price, the equilibrium is sketched in figure 2.56. It can be shown~ that there ia

no monopol,y phase with a relativel,y small initial stock for the cartel and that

there is a monopoly phase when the cartel has a relatively large initial atock.

In both cases the equilibrium price path is continuous, since there is no switch

from the cartel producing at the monopoly price to the fringe producing alone

at the competitive price.

2. ki - 2(P t k`)-
IÍ the monopoly price is lower than the competitive price at some point in

time, it is always lower. This would impl,y that the fringe never produces

and, hence, this can be ruled out. It is sh~wn above that the monopoly price

and the competitive price do not coincide and therefore the competitive price

is always luwer than the monopoly price. There can be no monopoly phase.

'I'he eyuilibrium is sketched in figure 2.6.

3. k` c kf c Z~P f k`)~
One possible equilibrium is again an equilibrium without a monopoly phase

and this one is sketched in figure 2.7a. This equilibrium will occur if the stock

of the cartel is relatively small. From proposition 2.4 it followa that, if there is

a monopoly phase, it will occur after the interval in which the cartel produces

at the competitive price. It is not immediately clear, however, whether the

munopoly phase comes before or after the fringe produces. Suppose that the

íringe produces in the final phase in case there is a monopoly phase. In the

monopoly phase and ever after the monopoly phase the monopoly price ia

lower than the competitive price. Ií the íringe producea in the final phase,

the ptice equals p in a small interval starting at the point in time where the

~This can be done using the equationa that follow írom the exhaastion of the stocke of the cartel
((2) with equality) and of the fringe (( 3) for lhe total íringe with equelity) and equation (33).
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fringe stops producing. However, the monopoly price is still lower than p,

which contradicts the last statement of proposition 2.1. Therefore the final

phase must be a monopoly phase. According to proposition 2.5 the price path

is discontinuous at the switch point from the phase where the fringe produces

to the monopoly phase. In fact there is a downward jump in price, since

from (24) it follows that the price can not be higher than the competitive

price. This equilibrium is depicted in figure 2.76. There is a third possibility

for the equilibrium in this case. It is possible that the monopoly price is

lower than the cnmpetitive price even before the fringe etarts producing. In

that case, according to propoaition 2.1 the cartel will supply at the monopoly

price instead of the competitive price. This equilibrium is characterized by

two monopoly phases separated by an interval where the íringe produces, and

it is shown in figure 2.7c. There are two discontinuities here according to

proposition 2.5. The equilibrium as depicted in figure 2.7b will occur, if the

initial stock of the cartel is relatively large, and the one depicted in figure

2.7c, if the cartel's initial stock is ver,y large and the initial atock of the fringe

is relatively small. If the initial stock of the fringe is Iarge, the competitive

price at the moment the fringe starts producing will be lower than z(p i- k`)

and, hence, the monopol,v price can never be lower than the competitive price

at that point in time.

4. k~ - k`.
Because the cartel will supply in some interval at the coinpetitive price and

the fringe will also supply in some interval, PI - P~ in this case. As is ehown

in the appendix, az c 0 and irom the definitions of P2 and P3 it follows

that at the point in time, where the competitive price equals p', the monopoly

price is lower than the competitive price. Therefore the cartel will produce in

the final phase at the monopoly price. Before the monopoly phase the cartel

and the Cringe produce simultaneously at the competitive price. One of the

infinitely man,y equilibria that results is the Nash-Cournot equilibrium (see

Ulph and Folie (1980)). The equilibria are shown in figure 2.8.

5. k~ ~ k`.
For the same reason as in the previous case the final phase is a monopoly

phase. With propositions 2.3 and 2.4 it can be shown that the fringe produces
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in the first interval, followed by the cartel producing at the competitive price

in the next interval. The equilibrium is depicted in figure 2.9.

In figures 2.5 to 2.9 the equilibrium is sketched for all possible cost configura-

tions. In all these figures the exact location of the curves Pl, P2 and P3 is not

yet determined. Given the values of at; a~ and aZ the switch points between the

different phases can be found by using the intersection of the different curves or

the equation for the magnitude of the jump in proposition 2.5. The variables a~,

ai and aZ can be solved from (2) and (3), both with an equality sign, and equation

(33).

To conclude this section, a numerical example is given to show that there exist

parameter values for vvhich a discontinuous equilibrium price path resulte. The

example is basically the samefi as the one in Ulph and Folie (1981). The following

parameter values are chosen: p- 100, kf - 10, k` - 0, r-.1, Só - 1000 and

Só - 2000. The equilibrium according to Ulph and Folie (1981) with a continuous

price path, leads to profits for the cartel of 10522.8. Without the restriction to

continuous price paths the equilibrii~m as depicted in figure 2.76 reaults, yielding a

profit for the cartel of 10781.0.

sUlph and Folie use a slightly diR'erent inverse demand f~mction, p(t) -- p- a- y(t). Changing

the units of ineasurement makes it posaible to compute the results with a- 1.
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3. The issue of dynamic inconsistency

[n the literature on the cartel-vereus-fringe model it is recognized that in aev-

eral cases, depending on the values of the parameters in the model, the open-loop

von Stackelberg equilibrium is time-inconsistent. In section 2 it is ahown that the

equilibria in the previous literature are not altogether correct. Therefore the issue

of time-inconsistency has to be reconsidered as well.

Firstl,y a definition of time-inconsistency is given. At each point in time s E

[0, oo) a new open-loop von Stackelberg equilibrium can be determined with the

initial stocka for the cartel and the fringe eqiial to the stocke that remain at time e

in case all producers fnllow the original equilibrium strategies in the interval [O,a).

[f at some point in time ~ E[0, oo) the new equilibrium strategy of any producer

differs from the original equilibrium strategy of that producer, the equilibrium is

said to be time-inconsistent.

For all cases with kf ~ z(p f k`) the eyuilibrium ie time-consistent. If the equi-

librium is of the form as ahown in figure 2.56, this is immediately clear, because the

cartel starts producing. If at any point in time s 1 0 the equilibrium is determined

again, the stock of the cartel relative to the stock of the fringe has decreased as com-

pa.red to the initial stocks. The new equilibrium will therefore be of the same form,

without a monopoly phase. The only possibility that satisfies all constraints is the

remainder oí the original equilibrium. For the equilibrium depicted in figure 2.5a

things are more difficult to show. From the equations that determine tl, tz, ta, a~, ai

and az it can be shown that the length of both the intervals [t~, ti] and [ti, t9] does

not depend on the initial stock of the cartel. Reoptimizing at any point in time

s E[O,tl) will therefore result in exactly the remainder of the original equilibrium.

For a E[tl,ta) the same line of reasoning as for figure 2.5b applies.

The case k~ - z(p f k`) is treated in the same way as the equilibrium of figure

2.56. With this cost structure the equilibrium is therefore also time-consistent.

If k` G k~ C Z(p f k`), the equilibrium is onl,v consistent if it is of the form

shown in figure 2.7a for the same reasons as the equilibrium of figure 2.5b. In the

other two cases the equilibrium is time-inconsistent. In both cases the fringe will

start producing while the stock of the cartel is not exhausted. If at that point in

time the cartel reoptimizes, it would again choose one of the possible equilibria
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sketched in figures 2.7a-2.7c. In all these cases tlie cartel will start to supply and,

therefore, the equilibrium is time-inconsistent.

I( k~ - k`, a continuuin of eyuilibria exists, which are shown in figure 2.8.

One of the infinitely many npen-loop von Stackelberg equilibria is the open-loop

Nash equilibrium. It is well known that an open-loop Nash equilibrium is time-

consistente. It follows that this open-loop von Stackelberg equilibrium is time-

consistent. However, all the other open-loop von Stackelberg equilibria are time-

inconsiatent. Suppose that at some point in time the current stocks of the cartel

and the fringe differ from the stocks of the cartel and the fringe, reapectively, at

the same p~int in time in the open-lonp Nash eyuilihrium. The Nash equilibrium

strategies from that point in time onwards are therefore not feasible. If the cartel

reoptimizes at that point in time, the new equilibrium price path from that moment

omvards is different írom the original equilibrium price path, since one of the new

equilibria will again be the open-loop Nash equilibrium, which must differ from the

remainder of the original Nash equilibrium.

If k~ C k`, the eyuilibrium is also time-inconsistent. W hen the stock of the [ringe

is exhausted, the cartel is a monopolist. The optimal behaviour of the cartel ia to

produce at the monopoly price from that moment onwards. The cartel will certainly

not produce at the competitive price anymore and, therefore, this equilibrium ie

time-inconsistent. This case is depicted in figure 2.9.

D,ynamic inconsistency is still present in the open-loop von Stackelberg equi-

librium. For more or less the same parameter values as was already recognized in

the previous literature, the equilibrium suffers from time-inconsistency. This phe-

nomenon remains an important dtawback oí the open-loop von Stackelberg equilib-

rium concept for this model. Another argument againat the equilibrium concept for

this model is that for plausible parameter values the equilibrium price path turns

out to be discontinuous. Ií the buyers of the raw material foresee an upward jump

in the market price, as in figure 2.7c, they would increase their demand before the

jump, and lower it afterwards. In case of a downward jump, the opposite will occur.

It follows that the assumption, that demand is a íunction of the current price only,

is not realistic anymore.

One wa,y to avoid these two problems is to ch~~ose tor the open-loop Nash equilib-

rium concept. In this equílibrium concept each producer, including the cartel, takes

óSee Raqar(1989).
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the extraction rate of all other producers as given and rnaximizes its discounted prof-

its. The open-loop Nash equilibrium is time-consistent and, as ia ahown by Ulph

and Folie (1980), the equilibrium price path is continuous for all posaible parameter

values. However, this equilibrium concept does not do enough justice to the market

power of the cartel.

Another way is to apply the feedback von Stackelberg equilibrium concept'. In

this equilibrium concept the extraction rate of each producer is not only a function of

time but also of the current atate, which is defined as the vector of the current etocks

of all producers. There are no commitments to future extractions, which implies

that the feedback von Stackelberg equilibrium is time-consistent. Furthermore,

the resulting equilibrium price path will always be continuous. Unfortunately, the

feedback von Stackelberg equilibrium for the cartel-versus-fringe model is very hard

to find and must be left as a topic of further research.

rSee Simaan end Cruz(197~).
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4. Conclusion

ln tbis paper the open-loop vun Stackelberg eyuilihrium fot the cartel-versus-

fringe model is reconsidered. Tt is shnwn that the previnns literature on this model

should be corrected in two respects. Firstly, the marginal cost fot the cartel of

producing at the competitive price differs frum the marginal cost of producing at

the munopoly price. To put it differently, the graph o[ the cost curve of the cartel

as a function of ita supply is kinked. Secondly, and related to the firat isaue, it ie

recogniaed that the equilibrium price path can be discontinuous. It can be to the

benefit of the cartel to lower the price immediately after the atock oï the fringe

is exhausted, or to allow for an upward jump at the moment the fringe starts to

pruduce.

The correct open-loop von Stackelberg equilibrium still suffers from dynamic

inconsistency. This time-inconsistency arises for more or less the same parameter

values as was found in the previous literature.

The discontinuous equilibrium price path and the dynamic inconsiatency both

conflict with the assumption of rational behaviour. If the equilibrium is time-

inconsistent, a rational fringe member will not believe the cartel, when the cartel

annuunces its extractiun rate. The íringe will not act as it is supposed to and

without further assumptions it is not possible to derive the equilibrium that will

resiilt. With a discontinuous equilibrium price path a rational buyer of the raw

material will change its demand. The assumption that the demand echedule ie a

function of the current price is not realistic anymore. Without further assumptions

on the demand schedale the equilibrium can not be determined.

One pussible solution for these problems is to adopt the Nash equilibrium con-

cept. In the Nash equilibrium there is neither time-inconsistency nor a discontinu-

ous equilibrium price path. However, this equilibrium concept does not do enough

justice to the market power of the cartel.

Another possibility is to adopt the feedback von Stackelberg equilibrium con-

cept. In the feedback vun Stackelberg equilibrium there is no d,ynamic inconsis-

tency and jumps in the equilibrium price path cannot occur. If the fringe mem-

bers have enough iníormation to decide whether the open-loop equilibrium is time-

inconsistent or not, they also have enough infurmation to compute their optimal
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strategy in a feedback von Stackelberg equilibrium. Furthermore, in the limiting

case of infinitely many very small íringe mcmbcrs the behaviour of the fringe will

approach open-loop behaviour. It is ver,y difficult to determine the feedback von

Stackelberg equilibrium strategies. This is left as a topic for further research.
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R,C

Figute 2.1t: PZ G Pr and P' ~ P~

Figure 2.2t: Pa G P' and P~ G P~

tln figurea 2.1-2.4 the revenue (R) and cost (C) curves for the cartel as e function of the csttel's

supply ate depieted. The diffetence between these two is to be maximiaed. For details, see (30)-(31)

and the text below these formula's.
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Figure '1.3t: Pa ~ P' and P~ ~ P9

Figure 2.4t: Pa ~ P' and P' ~ P3
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Figure 2.7b~: k` G kf G Z(p f k`).

Figure 2.7c~: k` G k~ G á(p ~ k`).
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Figure 2.8~: k~ - k`.

Figure 2.9~: k~ G k`.
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Appendix

In this appendiz necessary conditions for the optimal control problem (1S)-(28)

in section 2 are given. The necessary conditions for this type of optimal control

problem with a fixed finite horizon are given in Seierstadt and Sydssnter (1987). The

model analyzed in this paper is defined for an infinite horizon. It turns out, however,

that aCter a finite time the stocks of the cartel and the fringe are ezhausted. The

problem is reformulated with a fixed, finite horizon T, where T is an upperbound

oí the time at which all stocks are exhausted. Define u-(ul,u~) -(E`,E~) and

x-(x~,xzixa) -(S`,S~,a~). The optimal control problem reade

max fó fo(x,u,t) dt - fó e'e(P - k` - E` - E~)E` dt

s.t. i~ -- S` - fl(x,u,t) -- E`, S`(0) - Só, S`(T) ~ 0

z~ - S~ - fz(x,u,t) --E~, S~(0) - Só, S~(T) - 0

x3 -~~ - f3(x,u,t) - 0, at(0)free, at(T) ~ 0

h~(x,u,t)-E~tE`fk~-}-a~e'`-p?0

hz(x,u, t) - Ef(E~ -~ E` f k~ f ate" - p) - 0

u(t) E U-{(E`,E~)~E` ? 0 and Ef ~ 0}.

The Hamiltonian is defined as

H(x,u,~ó,~`,t) - ~ófo(x,u,t) } ~~-i ~ift(x,u,t)

- aóe-'`(p - k` - E~ - E`)E` - ~~F,` - ~áEt,

where a` - (ai, ~i, a`s).

Let (x,u) denote an optimal solution. Necessary conditions are that there exist a

number aó with aó - 0 or aó - 1, a function a`(t) -(ai(t), az(t), a~(t)) of bounded

variation with a countable number of jump points a„ continuoue tunctions Q~(t)

and Qz(t) and finite vectors (i~ -(~3~„p~2) and ~3~ -(~i~l„O~i) asaociated with the
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jump points e~ of (a„ a2, a~) such that~

H(i, u, aá, a`, t) is mazimized with respect to u, sub ject to u E U,

hl(i,u,t) ~ 0 and hz(x,u,t) - 0.

j0 Á~ [ullt) ul(t)J dt ~ L4-.1 j~O~T~ Á,~[u1(t) -- ullt)J dQi(t) G t~

so Jó [~óe-~`{P - k` - Et(t) - 2E`(t)} - ai(t)J[E`(t) - E`(t)J dt

-~ j~o,r~ (E`(t) - E`(t)! d41(t)

} J~o,T~ Ét(t)[E`(t) - É`(t)J dQz(t) G 0

for all piecewise continuous E` with E`(t) ? 0.

jó é[ui(t) - ua(t)J dt f~k-1 l~o,T] eé (u:(t) - us(t)J dQk(t) G 0

(A.1)

( A.2a)

so jó I-~óe-.eEo(t) - ai(t)J[E~(t) - É~(t)J dt

f j(o,rj IE~(t) - Ê~(t)J dQt(t)

f j~o,T~ [k~ t 1te`` f 2Ê~(t) f Ê`(t) -áI(E'(t) - Éf(t)J dQa(t) c 0

for all piecewise continuoue E~ with E~(t) ~ 0. (A.26)

Qt(t) is non-decreasing, and constant on any interval

with ht(i,u,t) 1 0.

a~(t) - a~(T) ~ j; á~ dv f~k-1 j~i,r~ á~ dQk(v)

(A.3)

1Notation: f(a') - limet, f(t) and f(at) - lim~l, f(t).
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z n t flt`~('}) z a~~(', )
f ~,,~e ~k-t I,jk azj' } ~.,1t ~k-t ~jk az,

so a~(t) - ai(T) for all t E[O,T]

~i(t) - ai(T) t Ji e~ dv i- ~k-t J~e.z~ á dQk(v)

a qf eh~(~t) z q ah.(~-)
} ~,,~t ~k-1 F~jk 8za~ } ~,;~t ~k-t F~jk azi~

su a2(t) - aá(T) for all t E(0, T]

~á(t) -~á(T) f Je g~; dv f~k-t J~t,z) eá dQk(v)

a nf 8h~(~{) z q 8ha(~-)
}~,, ~t ~k-] F~jk gzj~ f~,; ~t ~k-1 t-'jk az~,

so as(t) -~álT) f J~e,T~ e ~~dvGt(v) -} J~t,z~
e~~E~(v) dQx(v)

} ~.;~e er.ilNjt }Q~zEjla~ )1

~~.;~e e~y(A~t f p;xÉt(a~ )] for all t F(O,T(

For all jump points aj, j - 1,2,...

.
~k-t a;

ehe
~;''[ul(aj) - ut(a; )] G U for all u,(aj) ~ U,

so for all E`(aj) ? 0

[Q~ -~ Q~aE~(a; )][E`(a;) - Ê`(a~ )] C 0

~k-t Akg a~.' ) [ua(aj) - ua(a~ ) ] C 0 for all ua(aj) ? 0,

(A.4a)

(A.4b)

(A.4c)

(A.5a)

so for all E~(aj) 1 0
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[Q~, } QJ2{2Ei(a~ ) f E`(a~ ) f- ki ~ ~ie"~ - p'}]

(E~(a;) - E~(ai )] ~ 0

C z gh`(~'~[ul(a;) - ul(a~ )] G 0 for all ul(a;) 1 0,Lk-1 Qjk gu,

so for all E`(a;) ) 0

[Q~1 f Q~xE~(ai ) ][E`(ai) - E`(ai )] 5 0

C~ x q gn~(.,-)[ua(ai)
- ux(a~ )] G 0 for all ua(ai) ? ~,L-k-] F'jk aua -

so for all E~(a;) ~ 0

[Q;i f ii~x{2É~(ai ) f E`(ai ) f k~ f afe"' - p}]

[E~(ai) - E~(ai )] C 0

Q~, ? 0( - 0 if h,(i(a;),u(a~ ),e;) ; 0, or if a; - T).

f?j~ ' 0(- I) if h,(r,(a;),u(a~ ) ,a;) :~ 0, or if at - 0).

~ijz is free (- 0 if a; - T).

~i~aiafree(-0ifa;-0).

~i(T) ? 0(- 0 if S`(T) 1 0)

az(T) is free

aá(T) ? 0(- 0 if ~i(T) 1 0)

(A.Sb)

(A.5c)

(A.5d)

( A.6a)

(A.66)

(A.6c)

(A.6d)

(A.7a)

(A.76)

(A.7c)
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a~(U) - 0

~ó,a`(T),~Qk(T) - Qk(U)]k-i,z,~Aj ,AJ ~i-i,z,...

are not all equal to zero.

{A.7d)

(A.8)

There are two major differences with the ordinary maximum principle. Firstly,

the co-etate variables are allowed to be discontinuoua and secondly, the multipliers

associated with the restrictions hi and hz need not be piecewiae continuous.

Supp~se that a`(t) ia discontinuoua at ai. From (A.4a) and (A.4b) it followa that

ai(t) and aZ(t) ate continuous. It follows írum (A.5a), (A.5b) and (A.6a) that

- if E`(a~ ) ~ 0, then ,Q~, f~i~zËi(a~ )- 0,

- if E`(a~ ) - 0 and hl(i(ai),u(a~ ) ,ai) - U, then Q~1 f p~zEf(a~ )- 0,

- if E`(s~ ) - 0 and h~(i(ai),ti(a~ ),ai) ~ 0, then ~3~~ } ~i~zEi(a~ ) - 0.

Therefore, A~, f A~ ËJ(a~ ) - 0 always holds. In the aame way it ia ehown that

,p~l } pJZÉi(s~ )- 0. Then (A.4c) implies that ~3(t) is continuoue everywhere:

there are no jump points.

In sectiun 2 of the paper it ia argued that from an economic point of view etationary

points with aó - 0 are nut interestiug and, therefure, aó ia aet equal to 1.

The sulution to (A.1) is derived in section 2 and it is given in propoaition 2.1. Since

af ~ 0, (A.7c) implies that a3(T) - 0. Frum (A.4c) it followa, using (A.7d),

,Í~o,r~ e~~dQi(t) } .Í~o.rl e~~EiÍt) dQz(t) - 0. (A.4c')

Recall írom section 2 the definitions P'(t) - k~ f a~e'`, Pz(t) - k` f(ai - as)e"

and P'(t) - Z(p ~- k` f aie'`) and define the tollowing four indicator iunctions:

I,(t) - 1, ií hl(i(t),u(t),t) - 0 and Pl(t) ~ Pz(t),
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0, otherwise.

IZ(t) - 1, if hl(i(t),u(t),t) - 0 and P`(t) - PZ(t),

0, otherwise.

Ia(t) - 1, if hl(x(t),u(t),t) - 0 and P~(t) C P'(t),

0, otherwise.

la(t) - 1, if hl(i(t),n(t),t) 1 0,

0, otherwise.

At each point in time exactly one of these indicator function ie equal to 1. Equation

(A.4c') can then be rewritten as

E:-i ~.Í~o.T~ I.(t)e.~dQi(t) f l~o~r~
I.(t)e.eE!(t) dQt(t)1 - 0. (A.4e")

If I~(t) - 1, it followe from ha(z(t),u(t),t) - 0 that E!(t) - 0 nnd it followe from

(A.3) that Q~(t) is constant. This implies that:

f~oT~ I~(t)e.~dQi(t) f.Í~o.T)
I~(t)e.eE!(t) dQ:(t) - 0

If Il(t) - 1, it follows from proposition 2.1 that E`(t) - p- Pl(t) and Et(t) - 0.

Define for all e~ 0:

Ii(t) - 1 if h~(i(t),u(t),t) - e and P~(t) 1 Pi(t)

0 otherwise.

Since ( A.2a) has to hold for all E`(t) ~ 0, it has to hold for E`(t) - E`(t) -}- Áerel~

and E`(t) - E`(t) - be''Ii with 0 C-á C ee-'`. Note that, by the definition of

!2, E`(t) 1 0 for all t in both cases. This impGes that
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j~or~ li(t)e.ldQt(t) -} jlo,r)
li(t)e.lE7(t) dq:(t) - jlor) 2Ii(t)lP'(t) - P'(t)]dt

The limit when e goes to zero yields:

j~or~ li(t)e.edRi(t) f.Í~o,r) li(t)e.eE7(t) d4~z(t) - j~o.T) 21t(t)~P'(t) - P'(t))dt

In an analogous way it is derived from (A.2a) that

jlor) l:(t)e.rdQ~(t) ~ jia.T) l:(t)e,~E7(t) dQx(t) - llo,r) lz(t)[E`(t) t a;e't]dt

and from (A.2b) that

j)or~ ls(t)e.edRi(t) f j~o,T)
la(t)e.eE7(t) dQz(t) -.Ílo,1'] ls(t)~ie.edt

Substitution in (A.4c") gives equation (33).

In section 2 use has been made oí the resulta that a~ 1 0 and a~ G 0. Below thia

will be proved.

From (A.7a) a~ ~ 0. Suppose a~ - 0. Because a7 ~ 0, Pl(t) ~ p" after a finite

time and, hence, the stock of the fringe is exhausted after a finite time. From that

moment onwards the cartel extracts at a rate 2(p - k`) at each point in time and,

hence, the total production of the cartel in (O, T] will be larger than the initial

stockz. Hence, ai ~ 0.

Suppose az ~ 0. It follows from proposition 2.1 that the integrand of equation

(33) is nonnegative for all t with inequality for some t and, hence, (33) is violated.

Suppose as - 0. This implies that Pz(t) C P3(t) as long as P3(t) G p. From (33)

it follows that the cartel does not produce at the competitive price P'(t), neither

alone nor simu)taneously with the fringe. Therefore there must be a ewitch from the

cartel producing at the monopoly price P3(t) to the fringe producing at the price

P'(t) (or vice versa). From proposition 2.1 it follows that P'(t) ~ P3(t) at the

switch point. That implies that P'(t) ~ Pz(t) at the switch point and, because of

the continuity of Pl(t) and Pz(t), also in a small interval around the awitch point.

From proposition 2.1 it follows that the íringe does not produce in that interval

and a contradiction is reached. Hence, a2 ~. 0.

zThe fixed upperbound T for lhe point in time where the stockn of lhe cartel nnd lhe Ginge are

ezhausted is larger then the point in lime where the sl~~~k o( the cartel is exheueted with a~ - 0.
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